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1. LIE ALGEBRA OF VECTOR FIELDS AND ITS
NATURAL REPRESENTATION
Let W be the Lie algebra of vector fields on a vector space V s K nn
with polynomial coefficients, where K is a field of characteristic 0. The
algebra W is one of Cartan type Lie algebras, which are simple, infiniten
 w x.dimensional Z-graded Lie algebras of polynomial growth cf. 3 . The
 .algebra W acts naturally on the polynomial algebra P V sn
w x  .K z , z , . . . , z . Call P V the natural representation of W , and denote1 2 n n
  ..the representation by c . Then c , P V becomes a Z-graded W -modulen
with the natural grading of polynomials, where the Z-grading of W isn
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given by
`
W s W j , .[n n
jsy1
n ­ f z is a homogeneous .iW j s f z . .  .n i 5polynomial of degree j q 1­ ziis1
w xWeyl's classical reciprocity law 4 tells us that there is a correspondence
 .  .between irreducible representations of GL K s GL V and the sym-n
metric group S , which can be obtained by decomposing the m-foldm
m  .tensor product V of the natural representation V of GL V . In thism
note, we want to consider a similar phenomenon for the natural represen-
 .  .tation P V of W s W V . We cannot expect S to play a similar rolen m
  ..here, because the representation c , P V is not irreducible but has the
 .unique invariant subspace K ? 1 the subspace of constant functions .
m  .Let us consider the m-fold tensor product P V . It is naturallym
 .isomorphic with P V m U , where U is an m-dimensional vector space
over K. By means of the tensor product, W is imbedded into W sn n=m
 .W V m U , the Lie algebra of vector fields on V m U. Namely, in the
explicit coordinate system, we can express this as follows. Let us denote by
m
P V , P V m U s K z N 1 F i F n , 1 F j F m , .  .m i , j
a polynomial algebra in nm variables. Then an element
n ­
X s f z , z , . . . , z g W f g P V .  . . i 1 2 n n i­ ziis1
corresponds to an element
n m ­
mmc X s f z , z , . . . , z g W .  .  i 1, a 2, a n , a n=m­ zi , ais1 as1
via the m-fold tensor c mm.
Before we consider a reciprocity law for W , we prepare a lemma. Itn
 .determines differential operators coming from U W , the universal en-n
veloping algebra of W .n
 .LEMMA 1.1. Let U W be the uni¨ ersal en¨eloping algebra of W . Thenn n
mm  ..the subalgebra c U W of differential operators in the Weyl algebran
 .A V m U is generated by the elements
­ k
f z a ??? f z a , .  . .  . 1 1 k k ­ z ??? ­ za , a a , a1Fa , . . . , a Fm 1 1 k k1 k
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  ..where 1 F a , . . . , a F n are indices, f z a is a polynomial in n ¨ariables,1 k i
 .  .and z a s z , . . . , z .1, a n, a
 .Proof. Let f x , . . . , x be a polynomial in n variables and fix 1 Fi 1 n
a , a F n. Then we have1 2
m m­ ­
f z a f z a .  . .  . 1 1 2 2­ z ­ za , a a , aa s1 a s11 1 2 21 2
­ ­
s f z a f z a .  . .  . 1 1 2 2 5 ­ z ­ za , a a , aa , a 1 1 2 21 2
­ 2
q f z a f z a .  . .  .1 1 2 2 5­ z ­ za , a a , a1 1 2 2
m ­ f ­2s f z a z a .  . .  . 1 ­ x ­ za a , aas1 1 2
­ 2
q f z a f z a . .  . .  . 1 1 2 2 ­ z ­ za , a a , aa , a 1 1 2 21 2
mm .Since the first term of the above formula is in c W , the second term isn
mm  ..contained in c U W . We can proceed similarly with the proof forn
general k using induction. Q.E.D.
 .2. COMMUTANT OF W THE CASE m F nn
  ..Let us denote by C, P V m U the natural representation of W sn=m
 . mm  ..W V m U . We argue next that the commutant algebra of c U W inn
  ..C U W is trivial.n=m
mm  ..LEMMA 2.1. The commutant algebra of c U W in the Weyl algebran
 .A s A V m U consists of constant functions K ? 1. In particular, then=m
mm  ..   ..commutant algebra of c U W in C U W is tri¨ ial.n n=m
Proof. Take an element in the Weyl algebra A commuting withn=m
mm .c W ,n
k
­
G s g z , . k i , j  /­ zk
 .where k s k is a multi-index. We take a particular ele-i, j 1F iF n, 1F jF m
mm l . mm .ment c z ­r­ z in c W , which commutes with G by assumption.j j n
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Then we have
m ­
lz , G j , a ­ zj , aas1
km ­ ­
ls z g z .  j , a k i , j  / /­ z ­ zj , ak as1
km ­ ­
lq g z z , . k i , j j , a  /­ z ­ zj , ak as1
km ­ ­
ls z g z .  j , a k i , j  /  /­ z ­ zj , ak as1
k  .ky sy1 «j, a j ,al! ­k lysj , ay g z z s 0, . k i , j j , a /  / 5s l y s ! ­ z .ss1
where « is a multi-index whose elements are all zero except thej, a
 .j, a -element, which is one. Choose an appropriate lexicographic order
 4  .kon the multi-indices k , and consider the coefficient of ­r­ z with the
highest k . Then we have
m ­
l ly1z g z y k g z lz s 0; .  . j , a k i , j j , a k i , j j , a 5­ zj , aas1
therefore,
m m­
l ly1z g z s l k z g z . .  . j , a k i , j j , a j , a k i , j / /­ zj , aas1 as1
 .Since l G 1 is arbitrary, the above formula holds iff g z s 0 or k s 0.k i, j
Proceeding inductively on k , we conclude that G is constant. Q.E.D.
In spite of the above lemma, one can easily see that a permutation
 .s g S naturally acts on P V m U in a manner in which the action ism
mm  ..commutative with c U W . Namely, let us definen
s f z s f z fgK z N 1F iF n , 2F j F m s P V m U . .  .  . .i , j i , s  j. i , j
mm . mm .Then it is clear that sc X s c X s for X g W .n
mm .Let us denote by C the commutant algebra of c W in Endm n
 . w xP V m U . By the above consideration, K S is naturally contained inm
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 .C . However, there is a different kind of operator in End P V m Um
which commutes with an element in W . Let us explain it.n
w x  4  w x w x4Write m s 1, 2, . . . , m , and put M s w : m ª m , the set of allm
w xthe maps from m to itself. By composition of maps, M becomes am
semigroup with unit, whose group elements i.e., the elements which have
.inverses in M are the permutations in S . Denote the semigroup ringm m
w x  .of M by K M . An element w g M acts on P V m U asm m m
w f z s f z f g P V m U , .  .  .  . .i , j i , w  j.
w xand we extend the action to K M by linearity.m
w x  .LEMMA 2.2. The semigroup ring K M acts on P V m U faithfully andm
is contained in the commutant algebra C :m
w xK M ; C .m m
Proof. First, we prove that the action is faithful. Let us consider a
w x w xsubring K z , z , . . . , z of K z . It is sufficient to prove that1, 1 1, 2 1, m i, j
w x w xK M acts on K z , z , . . . , z faithfully. Write z s z for simplic-m 1, 1 1, 2 1, m j 1, j
ity. Take s g M and considerm
m m m
2 jj 2 eks z s z s z .  j s  j. k /js1 js1 ks1
The power e of z in the above formula is given byk k
e s 2 j,k
 .s j sk
and from this formula s can be recovered uniquely. Since such monomials
w xare linearly independent, the action of K M is faithful.m
Next we check that M commutes with W . Take s g M andm n m
m ­
X s g z j g W , . . n­ zi , jjs1
 .  .where z j s z , z , . . . , z and g is a polynomial in n variables. A1, j 2, j n, j
 .polynomial in P V m U is a linear combination of terms of the form
m
 4f z j , f x , . . . , x is a polynomial in x , . . . , x . .  . . j j 1 n 1 n
js1
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m   .. m   ..So it is enough to check that s X f z j s Xs  f z j . Thejs1 j js1 j
left hand side becomes
m ­ fa
s g z a z a f z j .  .  . .  .  .  j /­ x j/aias1
m ­ fas g z s a z s a f z s j . .  .  . .  .  . .  .  .  j­ x j/aias1
The right hand side becomes:
m
X f z s k . . . k
ks1
m m ­ fas g z j d z s a f z s k .  .  . .  .  . .  .  s a . , j k­ x k/aijs1 as1
m ­ fas g z s a z s a f z s k . .  .  . .  .  . .  .  .  k­ x k/aias1
Hence they coincide with each other. Q.E.D.
w xTHEOREM 2.3. Let K M be the semigroup ring of the semigroup of allm
w x   ..maps M from m to itself. Let c , P V be the natural representation ofm
 mm  ..W and c , P V m U its m-fold tensor product.n
 . mm .1 Assume m F n; then the commutant algebra C of c W inm n
 . w x w xEnd P V m U coincides with K M : C s K M .m m m
 .2 Assume m F n. Take a polynomial coefficient differential operator
X g A , which has degree at most m. If X commutes with an action ofn=m
w x mm  ..K M , then it belongs to c U W .m n
 .  .Proof. 1 Take E g C . Let X f , f , . . . , f bem 1 2 m
X f , f , . . . , f .1 2 m
­ m
s f z a ??? f z a , .  . .  . 1 1 m m ­ z ??? ­ z1, a m , a1Fa , . . . , a Fm 1 m1 m
mm  ..which is in c U W by Lemma 1.1. Then we haven
E f z 1 f z 2 ??? f z m .  .  . .  .  . .1 2 m
s EX f , f , . . . , f z z ??? z .1 2 m 1, 1 2, 2 m , m
s X f , f , . . . , f E z z ??? z . .  .1 2 m 1, 1 2, 2 m , m
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 .    ..   ..   ..  .Since P V m U is generated by f z 1 f z 2 ??? f z m N f x is a1 2 m i
4polynomial in n variables as a vector space, E is completely determined
 .by E z z ??? z , the image of z z ??? z . Note that, for m ) n,1, 1 2, 2 m , m 1, 1 2, 2 m , m
z z ??? z does not exist.1, 1 2, 2 m , m
On the other hand, E commutes with the Euler operators
m ­
z , j , a ­ zj , aas1
 .for each j s 1, . . . , n. Thus, E z ??? z must be a linear combination1, 1 m , m
of monomials which have degree 1 in the variables z , . . . , z for each j.j, 1 j, m
 .Thus, E z ??? z is a linear combination of monomials z ???1, 1 m , m 1, w 1.
z , where w g M . So we have the inequalitym , w m. m
m w xdim C F m s dim K M .m m
w xHowever, C contains the subalgebra K M , as we noted in Lemma 2.2;m m
 .the reversed inequality also holds, and hence we conclude 1 .
 .2 First, we define an action of s g M on the space of multi-in-m
  . < < 4dices K s k s k N k s d of degree d as follows. Letd i, j 1F iF n, 1F jF m
k  . k k i, js act on a monomial z k g K by s z s  z . Then the result isd i, j i, s  j.
also a monomial of degree d. Hence we can express it as
s z k s z k 9 'k 9 g K , .  .d
 .and we define s k s k 9.
  . d 4Put C s a s a g Z N 1 F a F a F ??? F a F n . For a sd i 1F iF d 1 2 d
 .  .  .a g C , we define a multi-index g a s c g Ki 1F iF d d i, j 1F iF n, 1F jF m d
as
1 if 1 F j F d and i s a ,jc si , j  0 otherwise.
We used the assumption d F m F n here. It is easy to see that
K s M g a disjoint sum ; .  .@d m
agCd
i.e., we can take C as a system of representatives of ``orbits'' of M ond m
K note that M is a semigroup, so two elements in an ``orbit'' are notd m
.transitive to each other in general .
 .Now we are back to the proof of the statement 2 . Clearly we can
assume that X is a homogeneous differential operator of degree d. So
express X as
k
­
X s g z . . k i , j  /­ zkgK d
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  ..  .For k s s g a s g M , a g C , we havem d
k !g z s Xz k s Xz s g a.. s Xs zg a. s s Xzg a. s s g z . .  .  .  .k i , j g a. i , j
 .  .  .In particular, if s fixes g a , then g z s s g z holds. Takeg a. i, j g a. i, j
t g M such thatm
i , 1 F i F d ,
t i s .  1, d - i F m.
 .  .  .This t fixes any g a g C , so we conclude that g z s t g z isd g a. i, j g a. i, j
 .   .  .  .4a polynomial in z or z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z d . Expressi, j 1F iF n, 1F jF d
 .g z asg a. i, j
g z s f a z 1 ??? f a z d , .  .  . .  .g a. i , j 1 d
a af , . . . , f1 d
a .where f ? is a polynomial in n variables. Now we havei
k !g z s s g z s f a z s 1 ??? f a z s d . .  .  .  . .  . .  .k i , j g a. i , j 1 d
a af , . . . , f1 d
Since there are
 n m k ! .is1 js1 i , jmydm
k !
 .elements s g M which translate g a into k , we getm
k
­
X s g z . k i , j  /­ zkgK d
  ..s g as g a ! ­ . .
s g  s g a..myd n m  /­ zm   s g a ! . . .i , jis1 js1agC sgMd m
 .g adymm ­
s s g  g a.n  / / 4 a k N a s i ! ­ z .is1 kagC sgMd m
mdym
s  n  4 a k N a s i ! .is1 kagCd
­ d
a a= s f z 1 ??? f z d .  . .  .  1 d /­ z ??? ­ za a a , 1 a , dsgM f , . . . , f 1 dm 1 d
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mdym
s  n  4 a k N a s i ! .is1 kagCd
­ d
a a= f z b ??? f z b . .  . .  .  1 1 d d ­ z ??? ­ za a a , b z , b1Fb , . . . , b Fmf , . . . , f 1 1 d d1 d1 d
mm  ..The last formula and Lemma 1.1 show that X belongs to c U W .n
Q.E.D.
We note that the theorem above is the best possible in the following
sense.
 .First, for m ) n, Theorem 2.3 1 is false. For this, see the next section.
Second, for a differential operator X of degree strictly greater than m,
 .Theorem 2.3 2 is not valid even if m F n. We give a simple example. Let
m s n s 2 and consider the following differential operator X in four
 4variables z N 1 F i, j F 2 :i, j
­ 2 ­ ­ ­ 2
X s z y z q z y z . .  .1, 1 1, 2 1, 2 1, 12 2­ z ­ z­ z ­ z1, 2 1, 11, 1 1, 2
1 2 . 4Then X commutes with the action of M s N 1 F i, j F 2 ; however,i j2
m2  ..X is not contained in c U W .2
3. FINITE DIMENSIONALITY OF COMMUTANT
ALGEBRAS
In this section, we prove that the dimension of the commutant algebra
C is finite. For this purpose, we provem
 . mm .PROPOSITION 3.1. If P V m U is finitely generated as a c W -mod-n
ule, then the commutant algebra C is finite dimensional.m
 4 mm .Proof. Let ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ be generators for the c W -module1 2 l n
 .P V m U . Then an element E g C is completely determined by itsm
 4 mm .images E¨ , . . . , E¨ . On the other hand, since c W contains the1 l n
Euler operators
m ­
z 1 F i F n , . i , j ­ zi , jjs1
 .E must preserve the homogeneous polynomials in z , . . . ,1, j 1F jF m
 . 4z . Therefore the images E¨ 's are contained in a finite dimen-n, j 1F jF m i
 .sional subspace of P V m U , which implies that dim C is finite. Q.E.D.m
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 .Note that P V m U has a cyclic vector z z ??? z for W if1, 1 2, 2 m , m n
  ..m F n see the proof of Theorem 2.3 1 . For n G 2, we have the following
proposition, which may be a convenient tool for determining whether
 .P V m U is finitely generated or not.
`  .PROPOSITION 3.2. We assume that n G 2. Let V s V i be a[ is0
 .  .Z-graded W -module and suppose that dim V i - ` ; i G 0 . Then then
following statements are all equi¨ alent.
 .1 V is a finitely generated W -module.n
 .  .  .2 V is a finitely generated n W -module, where n W is the subalge-n n
bra of W consisting of elements with degree greater than or equal to one:n
 . `  .n W s W i .[n is1 n
 .   . .  .3 The 0 th homology H n W , V , Vrn W V is finite dimen-0 n n
sional.
 .  .4 Let W 1 be the subspace of W consisting of the homogeneousn n
 .elements of degree one. Then VrW 1 V is finite dimensional.n
 .  .  .  .5 For any i which is sufficiently large, V i q 1 s W 1 V i holds.n
 .  .Note that the equi¨ alence of 1 ] 3 abo¨e is ¨alid e¨en for n s 1.
 .  .  .Proof. Since W y1 and W 0 , gl n are finite dimensional, and Vn n
 .  .has degrees bounded below, it is easy to see that 1 and 2 are equivalent.
 .  .Also, the equivalence between 2 and 3 is routine work. We do not need
the assumption n G 2 for these.
 .  .Note that n W is generated by W 1 if n G 2. This implies then n
 .  .  .  .equivalence of 3 and 4 . Finally, 4 and 5 are essentially the same
statements. Q.E.D.
To determine the commutant algebra C for the case m ) n seems tom
 .  .be a difficult problem. Let us give a simple example where m, n s 2, 1 .
 . w xIn this case, P V m U becomes a polynomial algebra K x, y of two
 k 4 w xvariables x and y, and W s z ­r­ z N k G 0 acts on K x, y as1
­ ­ f ­ f
m2 k k kc z f x , y s x q y . . /­ z ­ x ­ y
w xLEMMA 3.3. As a set of generators for the W -module K x, y , we can1
take
x , y , xy , xy x y y . 4 .
m2 .By Proposition 3.1, we see that the commutant algebra C of c W2 1
w xin End K x, y is finite dimensional. Moreover, after some calculations, it
turns out that
w xdim C s 5 ) dim K M s 4.2 2
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w x m2 .In fact, the following operator D g End K x, y commutes with c W ,1
w xwhile it is not contained in K M :2
lx kq l q ky kq l
k lD x y s k , l G 0, k q l ) 0 , D 1 s 1. .  . .
k q l
 .This example implies that, for m ) n, Theorem 2.3 1 is not valid.
Though the algebra structure of C is not known, we have the followingm
theorem.
  . w x.THEOREM 3.4. Let c , P V s K z , . . . , z be the natural representa-1 n
m  .tion of W as abo¨e. Then P V is finitely generated as a W -module.mn n
mm  .. m  .Hence the commutant algebra C of c U W in End P V ismm n
finite dimensional: dim C - `.m
m  .  .In fact, we prove that P V is a finitely generated n W -module.m n
Since n-copies of W are diagonally imbedded into W and1 n
m m n n mw x w xP V , K z , K z , .m m m m m .1 1
m w xwe only have to prove that K z is a finitely generated W -module.m 1 1
To avoid the confusion of notation, we identify
m w x w xK z , K x , . . . , x .m 1 1 m
In the next section we will prove the following key lemma, which finishes
the proof of Theorem 3.4.
w xLEMMA 3.5. Let W act on K x , . . . , x as1 1 m
m­ ­
mm k kc z s x k G 0 . . i /­ z ­ xiis1
w x  .Then K x , . . . , x is finitely generated as an n W -module, where1 m 1
` ­
kn W s Kz . . [1 ­ zks2
4. HARMONIC POLYNOMIALS OF CARTAN TYPE AND
A PROOF OF THE KEY LEMMA
In this section, we assume that K s C. Since the natural representation
of W is defined over Z, the results in this section remain valid for anyn
field K whose characteristic is zero. To prove Lemma 3.5, we introduce
 w x.harmonic polynomials of Cartan type cf. 1, Chap. III .
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 .  .DEFINITION 4.1. Let f x s f x , . . . , x be a polynomial of m-varia-1 m
 .bles. f x is called a harmonic polynomial of Cartan type if it satisfies the
differential equations
m k­
x f x s 0 k G 2 . 1 .  .  . i k­ xiis1
Denote the space of all the harmonic polynomials of Cartan type in
w xC x , . . . , x by H s H .1 m m
LEMMA 4.2. The space of harmonic polynomials of Cartan type is finite
dimensional: dim H - `.m
 .Proof. Since the system of partial differential equations 1 is holo-
 w x.nomic, its solutions form a finite dimensional space cf. 2 . Q.E.D.
 .We introduce the positive definite inner product ?, ? of Fock type for
w x w xC x , . . . , x as in 1, Chap. III, Sect. 1, p. 346 . Then it holds that1 m
m m k­ ­
kx f x , g x s f x , x g x . .  .  .  . i i k /  /­ x ­ xi iis1 is1
We prove the following theorem, which is a rigorous refinement of Lemma
3.5.
 .THEOREM 4.3. 1 The space H of harmonic polynomials of Cartanm
w x w x  .type in C x , . . . , x generates C x , . . . , x as an n W -module.1 m 1 m 1
 .  . w x2 Put I s n W C x , . . . , x . Then1 1 m
w xC x , . . . , x s H [ I1 m m
is a direct sum of subspaces.
 . w x w x3 If a subspace J ; C x , . . . , x generates C x , . . . , x as an1 m 1 m
 .n W -module, then the natural map1
JrJ l I ª Hm
induces a surjection, i.e., H is a minimal generating subspace for them
 . w xn W -module C x , . . . , x .1 1 m
Remark. Of course, H is not a minimal generating subspace as a fullm
W -module.1
Proof. Since, by definition, H is the orthogonal complement of I sm
 . w x  .  .n W C x , . . . , x with respect to ?, ? , 2 is clear.1 1 m
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Now we get
w x w xC x , . . . , x s H [ n W C x , . . . , x .1 m m 1 1 m
w xs H [ n W H [ n W C x , . . . , x .  . .m 1 m 1 1 m
s ???
`
js H [ n W H , .m 1 m
js1
  .where the last sum need not be direct note that the action of n W1
.  .strictly increases the degree of a polynomial . This proves 1 .
 .Let us prove 3 . By assumption, we have
w xC x , . . . , x s J q U n W J , . .1 m q 1
  ..  .   ..   ..where U n W s n W U n W . Since U n W J is contained inq 1 1 1 q 1
I, we get
w xH , C x , . . . , x rI , JrI l J. Q.E.D.m 1 m
  . w x.COROLLARY 4.4. H n W , C x , . . . , x , H .0 1 1 m m
5. HARMONIC DIMENSIONS OF Wn
Since the space H of harmonic polynomials of Cartan type carries anm
S -module structure, it is interesting to study how H looks as anm m
S -module. However, up to now, very little has been known about them
structure of H . For example, even dim H was not known. So, it may bem m
meaningful to show examples of harmonic polynomials of Cartan type.
EXAMPLE 5.1.
m H dim Hm m
 41 H s span 1, x 21
  .42 H s span 1, x , x , x x , x x x y x 52 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
3 Table I 16
4 Table II 64
DEFINITION 5.2. Put
d s max deg h x N h g H . 4 .m m
Then we call
`
md t s d t .  m
ms1
the harmonic dimension of W .1
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TABLE I
H : dim H s 163 3
deg dim Harmonic polynomials of Cartan type
0 1 1
1 3 x , x , x1 2 3
2 3 x x , x x , x x1 2 1 3 2 3
 .  .  .3 4 x y x x x , x y x x x , x y x x x , x x x1 2 1 2 1 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 1 2 3
 .  .4 2 x y x x x x , x y x x x x1 2 1 2 3 1 3 1 2 3
 . .  . .5 2 x y x x q x y 3 x x x x , x y x x y 3 x q x x x x1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
 . . .6 1 x y x x y x x y x x x x2 3 1 3 1 2 1 2 3
LEMMA 5.3. For m G 1, put
1 1 ??? 1
x x ??? xm 1 2 m
. . .u x s x . .  i . . ??? .. . .is1
my 1 my1 my1x x ??? x1 2 m
 .Then u x is harmonic of Cartan type.
The proof is easy, so we omit it. Q.E.D.
TABLE II
H : dim H s 654 4
deg dim Examples of harmonic polynomials of Cartan type
0 1 1
1 4 x , x , x , x1 2 3 4
2 6 x x , x x , x x , x x , x x , x x1 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4 3 4
 .  .3 10 x y x x x , x y x x x , . . . , x x x , x x x , . . .1 2 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 2 3 1 2 4
 .  .4 9 x y x x x x , x y x x x x , x x x x1 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 4 1 2 3 4
 .  . .5 11 x y x x x x x , . . . , x y x x q x y 3 x x x x , . . .1 2 1 2 3 4 1 3 1 3 4 1 3 4
 . .  . . .6 9 x y x x y x x x x x , . . . , x y x x y x x y x x x x , . . .2 3 1 4 1 2 3 4 2 4 1 4 1 2 1 2 4
 . . .7 6 x y x 3 x y x y x x q x y 5x q x x x x x , . . . ,2 4 1 2 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
 . . .x y x x y x x y x x x x x , . . .2 4 1 4 1 2 1 2 3 4
 . . . .8 5 x y x x y x x y x x q x q x y 6 x x x x x , . . . ,2 3 1 3 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 . .x y x x y x 5x x y 15x x q 5x x y 3 x2 4 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 4 2
2 .q5x x q 5x x y 3 x x x x x , . . .2 3 3 4 4 1 2 3 4
2 . . .9 3 x y x x y x x y x x y 14 x x y 14 x x2 3 1 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 3
2 2 2 .q 35x x q x y 14 x x q 35x x q x q 35x x y 70 x x x x x , . . .1 4 2 2 3 2 4 3 3 4 4 1 2 3 4
 . . . . . .10 1 x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x y x x x x x3 4 2 4 2 3 1 4 1 3 1 2 1 2 3 4
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Conjecture 5.4. Let H be the space of harmonic polynomials of Cartanm
type in m-variables. Then it holds that
m m q 1 .
deg h F ;h g H , .m2
 .  .and u x is the unique homogeneous polynomial up to constant multiple
 .in H of degree m m q 1 r2.m
 .This conjecture implies d s m m q 1 r2, so we will getm
t
d t s . . 31 y t .
We can generalize the definition of harmonic dimension for W as follows.n
 .DEFINITION 5.5. For n G 2, let W 1 be the subspace of elements in Wn n
of homogeneous degree 1. Put
m mn.d s min 1 G 0 N P V i q 1 s W 1 P V i , .  .  .  .  .m m .  . 5m n
 m  .. . m  .where P V i is the subspace of polynomials in P Vm m
m w x   ..s C z , . . . , z of homogeneous degree i cf. Proposition 3.2 5 .m 1 n
Then we call
`
n. n. md t s d t .  m
ms1
the harmonic dimension of W .n
At the end of this note, we propose some problems.
 .Problem 5.6. 1 Clarify the structure of C , e.g., give generators andm
relations, etc.
 .2 Clarify the structure of the harmonic polynomials of Cartan type
H .m
 . n. .   ..3 Calculate the harmonic dimensions d t or d t .
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